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UI UX Designer &
Frontend Developer

I worked on web design projects including the responsiveness for
the mobile version. Normally we do the kickoff meeting first and I
get a rough wireframe from the Project Manager, then I create the
mockup. Got feedback and iterate. When the mockup is final I
convert it into HTML and SCSS. Working as a designer and frontend
developer makes me know which design is effective and which one
is not for the development process.

Frisseblikken.com
Utrecht, Netherland - Fulltime
Aug 2016 - Sept 2019

Co-founder & Designer
Duosweb.com

Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Mar 2018 - Now

Design Youtuber

In my channel, I talk about UI/UX and design tutorials. With me
creating videos every week it means I always learn new things and
keep up-to-date in the design world. It also shows that I am capable
to communicate my ideas clearly to others. With this channel, I want
to educate this generation in my country about designs, because we
don’t get that much in our formal education, especially the ones
who can’t afford colleges. That’s why I use the Indonesian language
in my videos. Second, it helps me grow my brand, to get more
exposure to potential clients.

Youtube.com/
MasKukuhaldy

Freelance UI/UX
Designer

I start my career in UI/UX design as a freelancer, whether it’s directly
with clients or from freelance websites like 99designs.com. I’ve
been freelancing since 2012 but I start focusing on UI UX since
2015. So I’ve been working with overseas clients my whole career,
and I enjoy working remotely.

Remote

2015 - Now

UI Designer

I work on web UI design projects. The workflow is the PM creating
complete brief and requirement of the project, including the
wireframe, then I convert the wireframe into a final mockup. We
collaborate using Figma so it’s easy to manage feedback and
design together. Working as a full UI Designer makes me more
focused on the little details in the design, so I can improve the
design even more to make it useful yet beautiful for the users.

Boldwebdesign.com.au

Adelaide, Australia Fulltime Remote
2020 - Now

Education

Duosweb is a small web development agency that I created with my
programmer friend in 2018. I have some roles in this team, as
Project Manager who talks to client and gathering requirement, as
UI/UX designer of course, and sometimes I also do the frontend
part. This year we starting to expand the service in mobile app
development. In this team, I learn how to manage projects, create a
project timeline, and also handling clients directly.

duta wacana christian university
Bachelor of Informatics, GPA 3.69

Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Graduated in 2015

Tools & Skills

Figma


UI UX Design


Personal Branding


Adobe XD


Wireframing


Social Media Content Creation


Adobe Photoshop


Sitemap


HTML 


Adobe Illustrator


Prototyping


CSS / SCSS

Corel Draw


Logo & Branding Design

